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The Employee Handbook of Glory Chinese Baptist Church 

Welcome 

Welcome to the ministry team at Glory Chinese Baptist Church. You have been 

given a unique and special opportunity to serve God and to minister to others in His 

name.  Your work here will make you a part of a team that seeks to meet the spiritual 

needs of a diverse community.   

Your Employment with Glory Chinese Baptist Church 

Your employment with Glory Chinese Baptist Church (Glory CBC) is “at will” and 

not by contract either express or implied.  This means that both Glory CBC and you are 

free to end the employment relationship at any time, with verbal or written notice, and for 

any reason.  No employee or representative of Glory CBC, other than the Chairperson of 

Personnel Committee has the authority to create a contract of employment with you.  Any 

such contract must be in writing signed by both parties.  

About This Handbook 

This Employee Handbook is intended to acquaint you with Glory CBC and to 

provide you with information about the employment policies and practices of Glory CBC 

in effect at the time of publication.  All previously issued handbooks and any inconsistent 

policy statements or memoranda are superseded.  This Handbook is not an employment 

contract and should not be construed as one.  

Glory CBC reserves the right to revise, modify, delete, or add to any and all policies, 

procedures, work rules, or benefits stated in this handbook or in any other document, 

except for the policy of at-will employment.  Any written changes to this Handbook will 

be distributed to all employees so that employees will be aware of the new policies or 

procedures.  No oral statements or representations can in any way alter the provisions of 

this Handbook.  Nothing in this Employee Handbook or in any other personnel document, 

including benefit plan descriptions, creates or is intended to create a promise or 
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representation of continued employment for any employee. 

Equal Employment Opportunity 

Employment decisions at Glory CBC are based on merit, qualifications, and abilities 

without regard to race, color, creed, sex, national origin, age (as protected by the Age 

Discrimination in Employment Act), physical/mental disabilities (as defined by the 

Americans with Disabilities Act), veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by 

state or federal law.  This commitment to equal treatment applies to all aspects of 

employment, including, but not limited to: selection, training, assignment, promotion, 

compensation, benefits, transfer, performance evaluation, administration of personnel 

policies, discipline, and discharge.  All applicants are extended an equal opportunity to 

gain employment, and all employees are extended an equal opportunity to progress in 

their fields of endeavor. 

This policy does not waive the ministerial exception or any other exceptions to any 

federal, state or local legislation, including, but not limited to Title VII of the Civil Rights 

Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act and the Americans with 

Disabilities Act.  

Glory CBC Statement of Faith (Church Bylaws Article III) 

1. The Lord God is a holy trinity of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, equal in 

glory, the only Creator and Master of the universe. 

2. Jesus Christ is the Son in the holy trinity, the Savior of mankind, born of virgin 

Mary, conceived by the Holy Spirit, bore the sin of the world, was crucified and 

died on the cross, rose up from the dead in three days, ascended to heaven, will 

return to judge the world. 

3. The Holy Spirit is the Counselor to believers, dwells inside them, to inspire, edify, 

empower, guide and help them. 

4. The Holy Bible, all sixty-six books, is the inspired Word of God, without any 

error, is the basis of Christian faith and living. 

5. A person is saved by grace, through faith. Any person who confesses his/her sins, 

repents, and accepts Jesus as his/her Savior will be saved. 

6. The Church is made of a body of baptized, born-again believers. 
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7. The Church has two ordinances. Baptism and the Lord Supper. 

8. Our church subscribes to the doctrinal statement of the “Baptist Faith and 

Message” as adopted by the Southern Baptist Convention in 1963. 

General Overview 

Supervision 

Each employee at Glory CBC is accountable to an individual supervisor or to a 

supervisory committee.  

Daily work assignments rest with each employee’s immediate supervisor.  

Administration of additional employment matters detailed in this Handbook is the 

responsibility of Chairperson of Personnel Committee.  

Classification of Employees 

As required by law, each position at Glory CBC is classified as either exempt or 

non-exempt based on the government definition of what positions are eligible for 

overtime pay.  If your position is classified as exempt, you are not eligible to be paid for 

overtime.  If your position is classified as non-exempt, you are eligible for overtime pay 

(see “Overtime Pay” below). Chairperson of Personnel Committee will advise you which 

category your position falls into when you are hired.   

Employees are also classified as full-time, part-time, or temporary for pay and 

benefits purposes.  Employees who are approved to work 30 hours or more hours per 

work week are full-time.  Employees who are approved to work less than 30 hours per 

week are part-time.  Temporary workers may be called in to work either full-time or part-

time hours but for a limited duration of time, usually not more than 6 weeks at one time. 

Attendance and Work Schedules 

The normal office hours for the church are 8 am to 5 pm. Those staff members who 

are expected to participate in or direct worship, Sunday School, or other functions on 

Sunday may elect to have Friday or Monday as a day off in lieu of Sunday.  Time away 

from the church for visitation, conference assignments/meetings, youth trips, etc. will be 

considered as time worked.  If these occur on an employee's regularly scheduled day off, 

the employee's supervisor may grant equivalent time off during the following week.  This 
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time may not be accumulated.  Employees who have scheduled ministerial events outside 

of normal office hours (board meetings, rehearsals, etc.) may, with their supervisor's prior 

approval, adjust their work schedule for that day. 

Workweek 

The workweek at Glory CBC runs from Sunday to Saturday.  

Payment of Wages 

Depending on the nature of your position, you may be paid by salary or hourly wage.  

You will be notified of this by the Chairperson of Personnel Committee.   

Glory CBC is on a monthly pay period.  Employees are paid by check on the second 

Sunday of the month.  

All non-exempt employees are responsible for recording their hours on weekly 

timesheets, which must be submitted to their supervisor for approval.  Employees should 

not work more than their approved hours or overtime without prior approval (see 

“Overtime Pay,” below). 

Payroll records are held in strict confidence and can be reviewed only by treasurer of 

Glory CBC.    

Payroll Advances 

Glory CBC does not provide payroll advances or extend credit to staff. 

Absences from Work 

If, for any reason, you cannot report for work on time, telephone the church as far in 

advance of your starting time as possible to inform your supervisor why you will be 

absent and how long you expect to remain absent or late. 

All leave with the exception of sick leave or emergency situations should be 

approved in advance by the employee’s immediate supervisor.  Following return to work, 

an employee’s absence must be documented on the employee’s time sheet or, in the case 

of exempt staff, on time off request form. 

Unexcused tardiness or absences are not permissible.  Unless a leave of absence has 

been granted by lead Pastor or chairperson of personnel committee (see “Leave of 

Absences” below), absence from work in excess of an employee’s accumulated vacation 
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leave, sick leave, or other leave is not permitted.  Such time off will not be paid and may 

result in discipline up to and including termination.  An unexcused absence of three or 

more consecutive days is considered a voluntary termination of employment by the 

employee. 

Change of Status 

In order to properly communicate employment information and administer employee 

benefits, notify the chairperson of personnel committee as soon as practicable if there is a 

change in your: 

 Address 

 Telephone number 

 Person to notify in case of emergency 

 Name/Marital Status 

 Number of Dependents 

 Insurance beneficiary 

Overtime Pay 

Overtime compensation is not available for exempt employees.  For non-exempt 

employees, the following guidelines apply: 

1. Non-exempt employees are expected to work only the hours per week approved 

for their specific position. 

2. From time to time, job requirements may necessitate that a non-exempt employee 

work in excess of his/her approved hours in a week.  This must be approved in 

advance by the employee’s immediate supervisor and, in the event it results in 

overtime pay, by the chairperson of personnel committee.  

3. Employees who work in excess of 40 hours a week will be paid at the overtime 

rate required by law.  

Overtime is based on actual hours worked.  Time off on annual leave, sick leave, or 

other leave will not be considered hours worked for purposes of performing overtime 

calculations.  Furthermore, overtime is based only on hours worked over 40.  Thus, even 

if you are regularly scheduled to work only 30 hours, you will not be paid overtime wages 

for hours worked over 30 but less than 40. 
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Job Description 

When you begin work at Glory CBC, you will be given a job description to outline 

your duties.  Your immediate supervisor will review the job description with you to 

answer any questions.    

Holidays and Leave Policies 

Holidays 

All full-time and part-time employees will be granted the following paid holidays 

each year:  New year, Easter, Memorial day, Independent day, Labor day, Thanksgiving 

and Christmas. 

Generally, when a holiday falls on a Saturday, the previous Friday will be the day 

off.  When a holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be the day off.  If your 

work requires attention during a holiday or other scheduled time off, your supervisor will 

work with you to provide other time away from your work.  If a holiday falls on your 

regularly scheduled day off, you may arrange with your supervisor for an alternative day 

off around the same time period.  This holiday schedule may not always apply to clergy, 

programming staff, and others who must be involved in special services or worship or 

related holiday activities.  With the approval of the Lead Pastor, those persons may 

arrange for other scheduled time off.  Holidays do not accumulate and may not be carried 

over from year-to-year.  You will not be paid for any unused holidays at the time your 

employment with Glory CBC ends. 

Vacation Leave  

Vacation is intended to be a refreshing and meaningful break in an employee’s 

regular work schedule.  We encourage you to work with your supervisor to schedule 

vacation as early as possible to ensure a smooth continuation of work during your 

absence.  Vacation leave is on a calendar year basis and is calculated based upon the 

number of years employed at Glory CBC and, for non-exempt employees, upon the 

number of hours approved to work per week.  All full-time and part-time employees earn 

vacation leave as follows: 

Accumulated service                                       Earned Vacation Leave 

1 month but less than 10 months    1 work day per full calendar month 
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         (maximum 10 days) 

10 months but less than 5 years    2 work weeks 

5 years but less than 9 years    3 work weeks 

9 years or more years      4 work weeks 

 

Vacation step increases take effect on January 1 in the year following your 

employment anniversary. For example, if your 5th anniversary is on July 1, you are 

eligible for 3 weeks of vacation starting the following January 1. 

At the end of the calendar year, employees may carry over up to a cumulative total 

of the equivalent of five (5) work days of earned but unused vacation leave, but all such 

carried over vacation leave must be used in the next calendar year or it will be forfeited. 

All other accrued unused vacation leave is forfeited at year-end. 

For employees whose employment with Glory CBC ends, accrued unused vacation 

leave will be handled in accordance with the separation policy set out in this Handbook. 

Sick Leave 

Everyone desires a healthy work environment.  In the event you or a family member 

become ill, experience a medical emergency, or schedule a doctor’s appointment, time off 

for illness, with pay, is provided.  It is your responsibility to contact your immediate 

supervisor to request approval of sick leave.  He or she will need to know the reason for 

your absence and medical documentation may be required.  When the need for leave is 

foreseeable, requests for sick leave should be made at least 30 days in advance of the need 

for leave.  In all other circumstances, the request should be made as soon as practicable.  

The Chairperson of Personnel Committee maintains accumulated sick leave records.  

A maximum of ten (10) workdays per calendar year of sick leave is available to all 

full-time and part-time employees.  For hourly non-exempt employees, one sick day is 

calculated as follows: the number of hours you are approved to work in one week divided 

by five.   

Sick leave does not accrue from year-to-year and any unused sick leave is forfeited 

at year-end.  Employees whose employment with Glory CBC ends are not paid for 

accrued unused sick leave.    

Family or Medical Leave* 

(*The Federal Family and Medical Leave Act applies to employers with 50 or more 
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employees) 

In accordance with federal law, Glory CBC may grant up to 12 weeks total unpaid 

Family/ Medical Leave during any twelve-month period. The 12 weeks of Family/ 

Medical Leave includes and runs concurrently with other leave such as annual leave, sick 

leave, or other leave.   

Family/ Medical leave entitlements will be measured on a rolling 12-month basis. 

For example, if an employee used four weeks of leave beginning February 1, 2005, four 

weeks of leave beginning June 1, 2005, and four weeks of leave beginning December 1, 

2006, the staff member would not be entitled to any additional leave until February 1, 

2006.  On February 1, 2006, the employee would be entitled to four weeks of leave and 

on June 1, the employee would be entitled to an additional four weeks of leave, and so on. 

Family/Medical Leave may be granted under the following conditions: 

1. After the birth or adoption of a child by an employee, or the placement of a foster 

child with an employee. 

2. To care for an employee’s spouse with a serious health condition. 

3. To care for an employee’s child with a serious health condition 

4. To care for an employee’s parent with a serious health condition. 

5. In connection with an employee’s own serious illness. 

 

The following criteria must be met before Family/Medical Leave can be approved. 

1. You must have worked for Glory CBC at least 12 months before the leave and at 

least 1250 hours during that period.    

2. Family/Medical Leave runs concurrent with vacation leave and sick leave where 

those leaves are used for an FMLA qualifying reason. After all paid leave is 

exhausted, Family/Medical Leave is unpaid. The total of all types of leave cannot 

exceed 12 weeks during any 12-month period.   

3. A health care provider’s written certification must be obtained and presented to 

Glory CBC to verify an employee’s or family member's serious health condition. 

Glory CBC reserves the right to require an employee taking leave due to his or 

her own serious health condition to obtain a second medical opinion, which will 

be at the church’s expense.  Glory CBC also reserves the right to require an 

employee to report periodically on his or her status and intention to return to 

work. An employee taking leave due to his or her own serious health condition 

will be required to obtain a doctor's written certification that he or she is able to 
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return to work before the employee will be permitted to return to work.   

 

In situations where the need for leave is foreseeable, such as leave for birth, 

adoption, or planned medical treatment, the employee must provide Glory CBC with at 

least 30 days’ written notice before Family/Medical Leave can be approved.  In all other 

situations, notice by the employee as soon as practicable is required. 

Jury Duty and Court Subpoenas 

If summoned to serve on a jury or subpoenaed to appear in court, you will be 

excused from work while under summons or subpoena.  It is your responsibility to notify 

your supervisor immediately upon learning of the summons or subpoena, and you will be 

expected to work normal hours except for the time your presence is required by the court.  

While serving, you will be paid the difference between jury duty pay and your regular 

pay.  Time for appearance in court for an employee’s own case is considered personal 

business and will be the individual employee’s responsibility.  Normally, annual or other 

leave days must be used for this purpose. 

Bereavement Leave 

In the event of a death in your family, Glory CBC offers the following paid time 

away from work for all full-time and part-time employees: 

Relationship            Paid Time 

Spouse, child, parent, 

          or other family member living in your household    Up to 5 days 

Other family members 

          (brothers, sisters, in-laws, grandparents, aunts or uncles)  Up to 3 days 

 

Pay will not be granted for any day in which the employee is otherwise compensated 

(such as a paid holiday) or for any day the employee otherwise would not have been at 

work. 

Military Leave 

A leave of absence, without pay, will be granted to an employee who is drafted or 

called up to serve in the armed services.  The armed services include employees in the 

U.S. Armed Forces, Public Health Services, National Guard, and Reservists.  Employees 
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are requested to notify their supervisors as far in advance as possible of their need to take 

leave.  Leaves and reinstatement upon return from a military leave will be granted in 

accordance with state and federal law. 

Sabbatical Leave 

After six years of continuous full time service, Lead Pastor is eligible for up to six 

month sabbatical leave on the seventh year and for each six years thereafter.  Other 

professional staff members are eligible for up to three month sabbatical leave after the 

completion of six years of continuous service, and for each six years thereafter.  

Sabbatical leave is for the purpose of renewal, refreshment, and self-study, and must be 

approved by the Personnel Committee and church Council.  The level of compensation 

during the leave is at the discretion of the church Council under the recommendation from 

the Personnel Committee. 

Leave of Absence 

Employees may request, subject to the sole discretionary approval of the Lead Pastor 

and Personnel Committee, a leave of absence without pay or employment benefits for a 

period not to exceed six months.  Requests for a leave of absence should be submitted in 

writing to the supervisor as far in advance of the anticipated leave date as possible.  The 

leave request must be dated, signed by the employee, and state the reasons, circumstance, 

duration, and location of the employee during leave.  The supervisor will submit his or 

her recommendation to the Lead Pastor, who will present the request for the review to the 

Personnel Committee.  Extension of an initial leave of absence must follow the same 

procedure. 

The Lead Pastor will submit such a request for the review to the Personnel 

Committee, who will determine details of his leave of absence.  

During a leave of absence of employee will be responsible for either maintaining or 

discontinuing any employment-related discretionary insurance benefits. 

Upon expiration of a leave of absence, the employee may be reinstated in the 

position held, or an equivalent one, at the same time leave was granted if such a position 

is available.  However, there is no absolute guarantee of employment to an employee who 

takes a personal leave of absence upon returning from the leave.  An employee who fails 

to report promptly for work at the expiration of a leave of absence, or who applies for and 

receives unemployment insurance while on leave, will be considered to have voluntarily 
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resigned. 

Special conferences, Meeting, Revivals and Missions 

Professional staff may be awarded, in addition to annual leave and sick leave, 

additional time away for purposes of participating in opportunities for self-improvement, 

and teaching, preaching away from the church in activities not related to their regular 

ministry responsibility (i.e. youth camps, retreats, church sponsored missions trips, etc.) 

The standard time away per year for the purpose is: 

 Self-improvement conference and seminars: one week (as approved and within 

travel allowance schedule). 

 Teaching/preaching meetings, revival, etc.: one week (as approved and at 

employees own expense, except for Pastor representing Glory CBC. 

 Other Baptist Conventions: one week at either a national and state conventions or 

conferences, as assigned and within travel allowance schedule.  

Other support staff may be awarded up to one week of paid time away per year for 

self-improvement conferences and seminars related to their work, or church sponsored 

mission trips, as approved by their supervisor, after one year of employment.  Time away 

for missions work will only be granted for missions sponsored by Glory CBC. 

The above activities must be requested in writing and approved in advance by the 

appropriate supervisor and Lead Pastor. 

Staff must take care that such participation does not unfavorably impact the 

performance of their duties at Glory CBC. It is the employee’s responsibility to see the all 

duties are properly handled, and if not, to reschedule or cancel the time away.  Attendance 

of such activities should be schedule to allow sufficient time to lapse between absences to 

provide continuity of activities. 

Authorized travel expenses of the staff member will be reimbursed by the church at 

current IRS recognized allowance of mileage for personal automobile or at actual 

transportation cost actual meal expense, actual cost of lodging and registration fee, up to 

the maximum amounts per church annual budget/Church Council.  Participation should be 

planned before the calendar year of the event so that the expense can be included in the 

annual church budget.  
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Administrative Leave 

An administrative leave may be given to an employee who has been accused or 

named in an allegation that needs to be investigated. Such leave can promote peace and 

harmony by temporarily separating the accused employee from his or her work 

environment while the employer performs the investigation.  The leave can also assist the 

employee physically, emotionally and spiritually especially in a conflicted situation.  All 

administrative leave must be approved by the Chairperson of Personnel Committee. 

Benefits 

Defined Benefit Pension Plan 

Currently, Glory CBC does not offer retirement benefit for full time or part time 

employee. 

Health Insurance 

Enrollment in the health-insurance program currently is available at the time of 

employment for any full-time employee.  The cost of this program is determined annually 

by chairperson of personnel committee.  The language of the health insurance plan 

documents control with respect to all issues concerning health insurance.  Eligibility 

criteria, schedules of benefit coverage, costs, deductibles, and other material terms are 

subject to frequent changes.  Therefore, you must refer to the individual health plan 

documents and policies for accurate details.  To the extent permitted by law, benefits may 

be modified, added to, or terminated at any time.  

Social Security and Medicare Taxes 

Unless an employee is an ordained pastor, Glory CBC is required by law to withhold 

social security taxes [FICA, including Medicare] from your pay. Except for ordained 

pastors, Glory CBC contributes one-half the tax while the employee contributes the other 

half. The federal government determines the percentage of tax withheld from pay.  

Wage Assignment 

A wage assignment or garnishment is a legal order requiring an employer to 

withhold part of the staff member’s wage in order to pay a debt.  Wage assignments 
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which meet legal requirements will be honored when issued.  At that time, employees will 

be presented with written notice of the garnishment.  

Employee Conduct, Grievances, and Separation 

Employee Conduct 

Glory CBC bases its teachings and guidelines for living and working on the Bible.  

We expect each employee’s conduct, on the job as well as off the job, to be in line with 

the moral, spiritual, and ethical teachings of the Bible. Conduct that is inconsistent with 

such standards may result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination of 

employment.   

Sexual Harassment Policy 

Glory CBC is committed to providing all of its employees with a work environment 

free from sexual harassment. Accordingly, Glory CBC strongly disapproves of and will 

not tolerate, condone or allow sexual harassment by or of any of its employees.   

For purposes of this policy, sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome or unwanted 

advances, requests for sexual favors and any other verbal, visual or physical conduct of a 

sexual nature when: 

A. Submission to or rejection of this conduct by an individual is used as a factor in 

decisions affecting hiring, evaluation, retention, promotion or other aspects of 

employment; or 

B. This conduct reasonably could be expected to and does interfere with an 

individual’s employment or creates an intimidating or hostile work environment. 

Sexual harassment also includes, but is not limited to, the creation of a hostile or 

abusive working environment resulting from discrimination or harassment on the basis of 

gender.  

If you believe you have been sexually harassed, whether by a co-worker, supervisor, 

member of the church or a third party, you should report the incident to chairperson of 

personnel committee.  If the conduct involves a clergy person, it should also be reported 

to deacon/church council  

Upon a complaint being made, Glory CBC will investigate the complaint.  Upon 
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conclusion of the investigation, Glory CBC will impose such discipline as warranted by 

the findings of the investigation. Glory CBC will not retaliate in any way against anyone 

who makes a good faith complaint.  Likewise, we will not permit any employee to engage 

in any type of retaliatory conduct.  Retaliation is a serious violation of this anti-

harassment policy and should also be reported immediately. 

This policy does not waive the ministerial exception or any other exceptions to any 

federal, state or local legislation, including, but not limited to Title VII of the Civil Rights 

Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act and the Americans with 

Disabilities Act.  

Anti-Harassment and Discrimination Policy 

All persons associated with or employed by Glory CBC are entitled to work in an 

environment free from harassment and discrimination.  Glory CBC is committed to 

providing all of its employees with a working environment in which they are treated with 

respect and dignity.  Accordingly, Glory CBC strongly disapproves of and will not 

tolerate, condone or allow harassment or discrimination by or against any of its staff 

members.  This anti-harassment policy prohibits harassment on the basis of gender, race, 

age, color, national origin, physical/mental disabilities and any other category protected 

by federal or state law.  

Examples of inappropriate and unacceptable harassment covered by this policy 

include, but are not limited to, improper or inappropriate harassing comments, harassing 

gestures or dissemination and/or publication of harassing and derogatory materials in the 

work place that are based upon a person’s gender, race, color, age, national origin, or 

disability.  Examples of unacceptable discrimination include failure to promote, hire or 

transfer based upon a person’s race, gender, color, age, national origin, or disability. 

If you believe that you have been harassed or discriminated against in violation of 

this policy, you have the responsibility to report the incident to chairperson of personnel 

committee.  If the conduct involves a clergy person, it should also be reported to 

Deacon(s) and Church Council.  

Upon a complaint being made, Glory CBC will investigate the complaint.  Upon 

conclusion of the investigation, Glory CBC will impose discipline as warranted by the 

findings of the investigation.  Glory CBC will not retaliate in any way against anyone 

who makes a good faith complaint.  Likewise, we will not permit any employee to engage 

in any type of retaliatory conduct.  Retaliation is a serious violation of this anti-
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harassment policy and should also be reported immediately. 

This policy does not waive the ministerial exception or any other exceptions to any 

federal, state or local legislation, including, but not limited to Title VII of the Civil Rights 

Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act and the Americans with 

Disabilities Act.  

Discipline and Discharge 

The purpose of this policy is to state Glory CBC’s position on administering 

equitable and consistent discipline for unsatisfactory conduct in the workplace.  Although 

employment with Glory CBC is based on mutual consent and both the employee and 

Glory CBC have the right to terminate employment at will, with or without cause or 

advance notice, Glory CBC may use progressive discipline at its discretion. 

It is not possible to list all forms of behavior that are considered unacceptable in the 

workplace.  The following are examples of some of the infractions of rules of conduct that 

may result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment: 

 Theft or misappropriation of the property or funds of Glory CBC or of a co-

worker. 

 Falsification of records. 

 Possession, use or distribution of alcohol or illegal drugs in the workplace, while 

working, while on church business, or while operating church-owned or leased 

vehicles or equipment. 

 Possession or distribution of pornographic or obscene materials or 

communications in the workplace, while working, while on church business, or 

while utilizing equipment belonging to the church. 

 Fighting or threatening violence in the workplace. 

 Gambling in any form on church premises, while on church business, or while 

utilizing equipment belonging to the church. 

 Insubordination or other disrespectful conduct. 

 Sleeping on the job. 

 Violation of Glory CBC workplace policies and guidelines. 

 Sexual harassment or abuse, or other discriminatory, harassing, retaliatory or 

unlawful practices. 

 Personal conduct offensive to fellow employees, church members/attenders, or 

vendors. 
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 Conduct that is inconsistent with scriptural standards. 

 Unlicensed possession of dangerous materials - such as explosives, firearms or 

other weapons - in the workplace. 

Glory CBC reserves the exclusive right to evaluate employee performance and 

conduct and to take disciplinary action.  Glory CBC has the sole discretion to determine 

whether disciplinary action is to be taken in a given instance and to decide what type of 

discipline is appropriate.  Each disciplinary action will be handled on a case-by-case 

basis, and there is no routine procedure or sequence of disciplinary action.  Glory CBC 

will decide in each case what action is appropriate based on all the facts and 

circumstances.  Disciplinary action may consist of any of the following: 

 Oral warning 

 Written warning with a copy to the employee’s personnel file 

 Suspension – with or without pay 

 Discharge 

Glory CBC does not guarantee that one form of disciplinary action will necessarily 

precede another, and immediate termination is possible in any given instance in Glory 

CBC’s sole discretion. 

Separation from Employment 

Separation from employment may be through voluntary resignation or through 

involuntary termination by discharge, position elimination or reduction in force. 

Resignation is a voluntary act initiated by the employee to terminate employment with 

Glory CBC.  Although advance notice of resignation is not required, Glory CBC requests 

at least two weeks written notice from non-exempt employees and 30 days written notice 

from exempt employees.  The notice should be provided to the employee’s immediate 

supervisor or to Chairperson of Personnel committee/Deacon.  

Note: If Chairperson of Personnel Committee deems it in the best interest of Glory 

CBC that the employee be immediately released, the employee may be dismissed 

immediately. 

Prior to departure, chairperson of personnel committee will meet with the individual 

in an exit interview.  On the final day of employment, all building keys, credit cards, and 

other church property in the staff member’s possession will be turned in to the 

chairperson of personnel committee.  
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Employees will be paid through their last day of employment. Only the hours 

actually worked during the final pay period will be paid along with vacation leave you 

have earned but have not used. 

The decision on whether to grant an employee severance pay is a matter of discretion 

for chairperson of personnel committee, although generally severance pay will only be 

considered in instances of termination by position elimination or reduction in force. 

General Policies 

Staff Meetings 

Staff Meetings are designed to promote clear communication and community among 

staff members at Glory CBC.  As such, all full-time staff are required to attend except as 

they have permission from the Lead Pastor.  Part-time staff and volunteer staff are not 

required to attend, but may do so if they so choose.  Due to the nature of the information 

provided, Staff Meetings are for Central staff members only.  All staff members are 

responsible for obtaining the information provided in Staff Meetings.  

Expense Reimbursement 

Expense reimbursements to be paid to an employee may include expenses for 

ministry related events, transportation, business use of a personal vehicle, office, and 

other customary business expenses. Adequate documentation is required for 

reimbursements, including receipts, amount of expense, purpose and explanation of 

purchase order.  Reimbursement for fuel may be provided, but Glory CBC does not 

reimburse mileage.  That may be claimed on your personal IRS return. Requests for 

expense reimbursements should have the approval of your ministry supervisor and be 

submitted within thirty days of their incurrence.  Pastoral Staff members who are 

provided Glory CBC charge cards are responsible for turning in all receipts and filling out 

the monthly credit card statements with appropriate explanations when given the monthly 

statement by a representative of the Stewardship Committee. Completed statements 

should be turned back into the Stewardship Committee within two weeks of receipt.  

Financial Policies 

Individual ministries within Glory CBC may not raise funds on their own or endorse 
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the fundraising efforts of other groups without the approval of the Lead Pastor.  This 

policy is designed to maintain financial accountability and protect the integrity of Glory 

CBC.  The church Council seek to meet the reasonable financial needs of all ministries, 

and makes budget decisions after prayerful consideration of all these needs.  Staff 

members should not encourage designated giving or the purchase of certain items for a 

given ministry area unless approved by the Lead Pastor.  While we are grateful for all 

financial assistance, designated giving can undermine the duly appointed leadership of the 

Church and the concept of a unified budget 

Computers and Electronic Information Systems Use 

Purpose.  This policy provides guidelines for the acceptable use of Glory CBC’s 

Internet, voice mail, electronic mail, word processing and other electronic communication 

applications, which are referred to collectively as “electronic information systems.”  

Employees are responsible for reading and abiding by the policies and procedures set 

forth below. 

Ownership & Control.  All users have the responsibility to use electronic 

information systems in a professional, ethical and lawful manner.  Users are given access 

to electronic information systems to assist them in the performance of their jobs.  The 

systems belong to Glory CBC and are intended for use for authorized business purposes 

only.  The use of all electronic information systems is a privilege, not a right, and Glory 

CBC reserves the right to terminate any user’s access to electronic information systems 

and to take other appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination of 

employment, in the event the use of those systems is not in accordance with this policy or 

other policies of Glory CBC.  

No Privacy.  Glory CBC considers all electronic information systems and 

communication stored or transmitted with the use of its computer network and software to 

be the property of Glory CBC and reserves the right to access, review, disclose, 

disseminate, archive and delete any and all such electronic information and 

communication.  Users do not have a right of privacy or confidentiality relating to 

electronic communications.  Users waive any right to privacy in anything they create, 

store, send, or receive.  Although Glory CBC has the right, but not the duty, to inspect, 

monitor or disclose all electronic communication, it does not routinely inspect, monitor, 

or disclose the contents of electronic communication. However, the church will inspect, 

monitor, or disclose electronic information and communication when necessary to ensure 

the proper functioning of Glory CBC’s electronic information systems, to ensure user 
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compliance with this policy, or for any other reason deemed to be in Glory CBC’s best 

interests.  Use of Glory CBC’s electronic information systems constitutes consent to 

inspection, monitoring, and/or disclosure of information created, stored, sent, or received 

by the user. 

Compliance with Applicable Laws and Licenses.  Copying software, using 

shareware without proper registration, copying graphics for use as screen savers or 

wallpaper, and forwarding or copying email messages all may constitute copyright 

infringement.  Users must comply with all software licenses, copyrights, and state and 

federal laws governing intellectual property and online activity. 

Communicating Information.  Users should exercise the same care in drafting 

email, communicating in chat groups and posting items to newsgroups as for any other 

more formal written communication.  Electronic communications tend to be less formal, 

but can, and likely will, be reviewed and/or used by others.  

Virus Protection.  Users must abide by any security guidelines established by Glory 

CBC in the use of email and Internet access and should guard against computer viruses 

and security breaches.  Employees who use the Internet may not transfer or install any 

software or files from the Internet to any Glory CBC computers (i.e., no downloading of 

software, programs, games, etc.) except in consultation with appropriate technical staff. 

Prohibited Uses.  Because electronic information is global in nature, users may 

encounter material that is inappropriate, offensive, and, in instances, illegal.  Glory CBC 

cannot control the availability of this information or restrict access to it, but users should 

be aware that they are responsible for the material they review.  Storing, sending, 

receiving, displaying, printing, or otherwise disseminating electronic communication is 

strictly prohibited if the communication exhibits any one of the following criteria: 

 Fraudulent, harassing, illegal, embarrassing, sexually explicit, obscene, 

intimidating, racist, sexist, defamatory or derogatory.  Users encountering such 

material should report abuses to chairperson of personnel committee. 

 Contains attachments that have not been subjected to virus checking. 

 Non-business. 

 Negatively impacts network performance. 

 Contains copyrighted material (images or text) without the permission of the 

owner. 

 Commercial or personal advertisements, solicitations, promotions, destructive 

programs (i.e., viruses, worms, and/or self-replicating code), political material, or 
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any other unauthorized material for personal use. 

Telephone and Facsimile Policy 

Telephone and facsimile (fax) machines owned by Glory CBC are provided for use 

by employees as business tools.  Glory CBC has the right to monitor communications on 

this equipment for purposes of time and content.  Personal use of Glory CBC’s telephones 

or fax machines for long-distance or toll calls is prohibited and employees are expected to 

reimburse Glory CBC for any charges resulting from their personal use of church 

telephones or fax machines. 

Job-Related Injury or Illness  

Glory CBC strives to provide a safe workplace to its employees.  However, should 

you experience a work-related injury or illness, regardless of cause or severity, 

immediately report it to chairperson of personnel committee.  If the injury or illness 

appears life threatening, the 911 emergency number should be called first and directions 

should be followed.  Otherwise, arrangements will be made for first aid or medical care at 

a facility approved by Glory CBC’s workers compensation carrier.   

Smoking Policy  

Glory CBC strives to provide a workplace that is healthy, comfortable, and 

productive for all employees.  Therefore, all church facilities and church owned or leased 

vehicles are designated as smoke-free.   

Substance-Free Workplace 

Glory CBC expects you to be free of any alcohol or illegal substance when reporting 

to or performing work for the church.  The presence, use, consumption, sale, manufacture, 

or distribution of alcohol or illegal drugs during working hours, on church premises, on 

church business, or while operating a church vehicle or equipment is strictly prohibited. 

If you suspect or know that you have an alcohol or substance abuse problem, you are 

encouraged to discuss this with chairperson of personnel committee.  You also are 

encouraged to seek diagnosis and follow through with treatment as prescribed by a 

qualified medical practitioner.  If you are on prescription drugs, you should be able to 

provide the appropriate documentation to your supervisor relating to the prescription if 

requested. 
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Inclement Weather 

It is Glory CBC’s policy to be open during normal hours of operation.  In the event 

of adverse weather conditions, chairperson of personnel committee may make the 

decision to close the church office.  Reasonable efforts will be made to contact employees 

to notify them of office closings.   

If the church office remains open, employees are not expected to endanger 

themselves when traveling to or from work in adverse weather conditions.  Attendance 

during inclement weather should be a matter of individual judgment based on safety and 

availability of alternative modes of transportation.  Common sense must be exercised.  In 

all cases where an employee feels unable to safely make the commute to work, he or she 

should contact their supervisor to report this condition before the beginning of their 

scheduled work hours.   

If snow or other inclement weather conditions occur during the business day, by 

chairperson of personnel committee may make the decision to close church offices.  In 

addition, an employee may request permission from his or her supervisor to leave early. 

If an employee is unable to make it to work under inclement weather conditions or if 

an employee leaves work early with the permission of his or her supervisor, and the 

church office opens, or remains open, for normal business, the employee will be required 

to use vacation or other applicable leave.  If the church office closes, employees will not 

be required to use vacation leave. 

Confidentiality 

Employees will, from time to time, handle confidential information.  It is expected 

that employees will keep all such information confidential.  

Dress and Appearance 

Each employee is encouraged to present a favorable appearance at all times.  

Cleanliness and neatness should be a top priority.  Courtesy and respectfulness to staff, 

church members, and guests are a must. Employees appearing for work without 

consideration for cleanliness, neatness, or professional appearance may be asked to leave. 

Speaking to the Media 

Employees are not permitted to speak to the media as official or unofficial 
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spokespersons of Glory CBC unless the Senior Pastor grants prior written clearance. All 

inquires from the media should be referred to the Senior Pastor. 

Nepotism and Dating Policy 

No person shall become an employee of Glory CBC for any position requiring that 

person to supervise or be supervised by a member of that person’s family unless an 

exemption is granted by Personnel Committee prior to employment.  Dating relationships 

between a supervisor and an employee who reports to that supervisor are not permitted.  

Disclaimer 

All policies within this Employee Handbook are intended to comply with the laws of 

Texas and the United States and church law as detailed in chairperson of personnel 

committee.  If a discrepancy appears, state and/or federal and/or church law take 

precedence.  If any provision of this Handbook is adjudged to be void or otherwise 

unenforceable, this shall not affect the validity of the remainder of the Handbook.  The 

offending portion may be stricken and the remaining policies in the Handbook shall 

remain in full force and effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above policy was proposed by Personnel Committee, and approved by Church 

Council on February 17, 2019 as a recommendation for submit to Church Members 

Meeting for approval. 

The Recommendation has been approved by Members Meeting on March 17, 2019. 
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Acknowledgement of Receipt 

 

I acknowledge that I have received the Employee Handbook and understand that it is 

my responsibility to read the Handbook and know its provisions.  I understand that this 

Handbook is not a contract for employment and that its provisions are subject to change at 

any time. 

 

I also understand and acknowledge that my employment at Glory Chinese Baptist 

Church is “at will” and that I may terminate my employment at any time with verbal or 

written notice or cause, and Glory Chinese Baptist Church may do the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
EMPLOYEE’S SIGNATURE DATE 

 

 

  
EMPLOYEE’S NAME (PRINTED) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This form should be signed and returned to Chairperson of Personnel Committee. 

 


